
Genuine Honda 
TYPE R MERCHANDISE



A range of genuine branded clothing 
and accessories, specifically designed 

to complement your Type R.

Your type of style

T-Shirt

A black technical shirt to match the 
sporting style of your Civic Type R. 
The subtle yet dynamic design features 
smart detailing, including the iconic red ‘R’ 
logo and red stitching. 
 
Made of 100% recycled polyester.

Baseball Cap

Wear this black and red baseball 
cap during sunny track days to 

stay protected in style. It features 
an embroidered Type R logo along 

with a contrasting grey brim and 
red panel. 

 
Made of cotton with a velcro 

strap closure.



"Fuel your day with this sporty Type R mug. 
The perfect companion to take to work or to 
the track. The mug comes in black with a red 
accent inside and a statement white Type R 
logo on the front. 
 
Packed per two pieces and made of 
ceramic."

Key Chain

This exclusive Type R key chain adds a sporty 
touch to your keys. It features a matt nickel-
plated surface with a handmade black and 

red enamel inlay. 
 

Packed per three pieces and made of metal.

Backpack

Perfect for track days, work days or holidays, 
the Type R backpack features a main 
compartment, a zipped pocket at the front 
and another inside to store small items out of 
sight. Side mesh pockets ensure you always 
have easy access to drinks, whilst its foam 
backing provides ultimate comfort. 

A contrasting red handle and linings, along 
with the grey accent ‘R’ logo will match 
perfectly with your Type R T-Shirt. 
 
Made of polyester.

Mug

Fuel your day with this sporty Type R 
mug. The perfect companion to take 

to work or to the track. 

The mug comes in black with 
a red accent inside and a statement 

white Type R logo on the front. 
 

Packed per two pieces and made 
of ceramic.



Honda sources paper responsibly 
from manufacturers within the EU. 
Please don’t bin me, pass me onto 
a friend or recycle me.

        ITEM                                               PART NUMBER

Items & Part Numbers

 T Shirt  - S 08MLW-23R-TSS
 T Shirt  - M 08MLW-23R-TSM
 T Shirt  - L 08MLW-23R-TSL
 T Shirt  - XL 08MLW-23R-TSXL
 T Shirt  - XXL 08MLW-23R-TS2X
 T Shirt  - XXXL 08MLW-23R-TS3X
 Baseball Cap 08MLW-23R-BCAP
 Key Chain (1 set = 3 pieces) 08MLW-23R-KCH
 Backpack 08MLW-23R-BPCK
 Mug (1 set = 2 pieces) 08MLW-23R-MUG 
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These specification details do not apply to any particular product which is supplied or offered for sale. The manufacturers reserve the right to vary their specifications, including colours, with or without notice and at such times in such manner as they think fit. Major as well as minor 
changes may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure. This publication shall not constitute in any circumstances whatsoever an offer by the Company to any person. All sales are made by the Distributor or 
Dealer concerned subject to and with the benefit of the standard Conditions of Sale and Warranty given by the Distributor or Dealer, copies of which may be obtained from them on request. Whilst efforts are made to ensure specification accuracy, brochures are prepared and 
printed several months in advance of distribution and consequently cannot always immediately reflect either changes in specification or in some isolated cases the provision of a particular feature. Customers are always advised to discuss specification details with the supplying 

Dealer especially if your model selection is dependent upon one of the features advertised.


